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Week (dd - 3 weeks), 11 October 2010

Summary of activities since last meeting

• Writing, writing, writing

• Ember design chapter done

• Extra writing done scattered across thesis

• Added a more detailed outline of thesis (�eshed out various bits)

• �xed bib

Goals and Work targets

Goals for this week

• Finish Ember framework design section and re-do introduction

• Fix refrencing and bib stu�

• Finalising lit review (making it thesis friendly)

Goals Achieved

Design chapter (Ember) done and intro improved
bib sorted, refrenceing still needs to attention
Lit review refactored

Proposed goals for weeks after that (11th - 17th) October [Current
week]

• Hand in draft (75% complete) � bringing you a printed copy before lunch

• Conduct user testing and writup on user testing (end of the week)

• Finish RUscope chapter (will also require the last bit of development glue)
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Proposed goals for weeks after that (18th - 24th) October

• Convert from word to tex (found a new editor that can spell check for me)

• Give �nal presentation

• Hand in second draft (95%, just requiring polish)

• Polish thesis

Proposed goals for weeks after that (25th - 31st) October

• Compile CD with project stu� (might end up creating a vm with every-
thing setup and ready to go)

• hand in on the 26th

Rate your work performance

How did you feel you worked ?
Slow but steady, I wanted to do allot more writing than I actually achieved

though
Did you achieve all your goals ? if not why not?
Not all, writing took a bit longer than expected, zacon.
What were the issues you had trouble with?
No issues
What assistance did you need to continue?
N/A
How can you improve your performance?
Plan better, going away for a weekend and thinking your going to get work

done is just stupid
Provide a rating out of 10 in addition to the above.
6

Tasks/Learning

Figured out how exactly the ammap framework works. Had a briliant idea on
how to take over the inter tubes but will elaborate on that tomorrow.

Research

I wrote about my own, but does that count...
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